
PML - R is the lifting magnet series for round material handling. Equipped with an extra-deep, flat -angled prism, the 
magnetic field is led deep into the round material, thus ensuring even in poor surface finish for a secure grip. The 
current trend to build lifting magnets as small and light as possible is, especially in the application round material 
Lifting strong at the expense of safety. Of course, all the lifting magnets of round materials are checked, but just under 
laboratory conditions, without taking into account the risk of lateral shearing and none-centric touchdown. PML-R 
Lifting magnets lie down with their distinctive prism centered on cylindrical loads and begin twisting movements 
mechanically. The magnet system can be easily switched by the large-area contact to the material and does not beat 
back upon release. Especially suitable are PML-R Lifting magnets also for lifting metal sheets with thickness from 6 
mm. The wide design for more rigidity to the workpiece and the tapered pole piece for maximum magnetic flux density. 
Another advantage of the pronounced prism when handling hot parts, because the magnet system is further away from 
the workpiece and air can flow through the prism aperture.

PML-R Permanent Lifting Magnet

Model Item-Nr. Max. Load Capacity (kg) Max. Load Cap. 
from (mm)

Dim. (mm) Prism (mm) Weight
(kg)  L W H Depth Width

PML-R 1 1001 0101 100
Ø 40-150mm 

60 kg
- 10 90 86 75 10 60 3

PML-R 3 1001 0301 300
Ø 60-200mm 

200 kg
- 10 160 123 115 20 90 11

PML-R 6 1001 0601 600
Ø 60-200mm 

400 kg
Ø 200-300mm 

450 kg
15 230 194 145 29 142 29

PML-R 10 1001 1001 1000
Ø 80-200mm 

500 kg
Ø 200-360mm 

750 kg
25 270 279 205 42 225 70

PML-R 20 * 1001 2001 2000
Ø 100-200 

1000 kg
Ø 200-460mm 

1300 kg
40 390 371 260 56 270 190

max. Operation-temperature 80° • Loadtable on Page 44!
If the specified diameter and supporting forces of your workpieces not do justice,

do not fit or the dimensions of the magnets, so you ask us, we will develop a solution for you. 
* lacquered yellow
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PML-H Lifting magnets hold loads permanently at high temperatures. A samarium-cobalt permanent magnet system 
allows operating temperatures of up to 300°C. The standard configuration with 90° prism can be fashioned on request 
to accommodate profiled standard parts or special diameter. Ideal for moving heated tools and dies, or heat-treated 
workpieces. The maximum continuous operating temperature is 250°C - in spikes up to 5 minutes at 300°C.

PML-H Permanent Lifting Magnet

max. 300°C
Model Item-Nr. Max. Load Capacity (kg) Max. Load Cap. 

from (mm)
Dim. (mm) Weight

(kg)  90° L W H
PML-H 3 1001 0305 300 Ø 20-55 mm 110 170 15 233 86 128 15

PML-H 6 1001 0605 600 Ø 35-95 mm 225 375 25 308 133 137 38

max. Operation-temperature 300°C
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